COE P/T Mentoring Program: Scholarship References

1. Cabell’s Directory of Publishing Opportunities in Education provides current on over 400 journals in education. Available in the EKU library or learning resource center (ISBN #911753-05-02). Discusses:
   a) editorial emphasis;
   b) review process;
   c) acceptance rates;
   d) type of reader the journal attracts;
   e) time required for review;
   f) address for submitting manuscripts

2. Kenneth Henson work on “Writing for Publication” (title varies slightly) published every other year in the Phi Delta Kappan. He gives common sense advice and publication information similar to Cabell’s based on a survey of the editors of a number of prominent education journals to determine their criteria for a successful manuscript (See June 1997, 1999, 2001). He also has a text on “Writing for Publication” (title varies slightly) that is similar to the journal articles.

3. The Writer’s Handbook provides general information on different kinds of publishing.